
FR SHIELD™ KIT
Product Installation Sheet

1. Put on gloves, safety glasses, and dust mask

2. Measure the circumference of your fuel rail and the length. Trans-
fer these measurements to your paper. Cut out your paper tem-
plate.

3. Wrap the paper template around the fuel rail. It is easier if you 
make the FR shield template meet in on the bottom side of the 
fuel rail. It makes it easier to cut out the holes for the injectors on 
the seam. Make sure you make accommodations for all injectors, 
ports, and plugs that maybe required.

4. After you have confirmed your template fits, carefully trace the 
template onto the FR Shield cloth. To better hide pen marks, trace 
your pattern onto the white fabric side of the FR Shield. 

5. Cut out FR Shield cloth.

6. Test fit cut FR Shield cloth onto fuel rail. If you need to make any 
modifications, do so at this time.

7. Wipe down your fuel rail with a pre-paint or non residue cleaner

8. All the hard work is done, simply wrap your FR Shield onto your 
fuel rail. Use enclosed Cool Foil Tape to seam. Be sure you do not 
cover holes for the injectors, ports, and plugs with the foil tape. 

9. Clean up and go have fun!
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Make a template with paper. It is easier and less expensive to make a 
mistake with a piece of paper than it is to buy another FR shield kit.

Clean fuel rail of any grease and dirt before applying FR Shield. It is 
also a good idea to use isopropyl alcohol or a pre-paint cleaner before 
installing the FR Shield. 

For a clean look, and a simpler installation make the seam of FR Shield 
kit on the bottom side of the fuel rail. 

Installation Steps

Installation Tips

Required Equipment

PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals 
including lead, which is known to the State of California to cause 
cancer. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

 Dust Mask, gloves, and safety glasses
 Scissors or utility knife
 Gloves
 Pre-paint cleaner


